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We show that strong optical field gradients can be created at the tip apex of a local probe microscope
illuminated by an external light source. We demonstrate that these confined fields can be easily,
precisely and continuously tuned by changing the polarization and the incidence of the external
field. We also investigate the topology of the field intensity in the tip–surface junction. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~97!03206-3#
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Recent developments of local probe microscopes@scan-
ning tunneling microscope,~STM!, atomic force microscope
~AFM!, and scanning near-field optical microsco
~SNOM!# have generated considerable interest in the un
standing of the interaction of a local probe microscope
with an external illuminating field. In fact, this interactio
does not only play a central role in apertureless SNOM1–7

but has also been implemented in local probe assisted
noengineering, as for example in STM assist
nano-lithography.8

A typical geometry for this problem is depicted in Fig.
A local probe tip, placed at a very small distance from
surface is illuminated by an external fieldE0. The generation
of strong field gradients in such a tip–surface junction h
been studied by Denk and Pohl.9 Using a quasistatic mode
these authors have investigated in detail the influence of
material parameters on the field in the junction. In particu
they have demonstrated that extremely strong field gradi
can be produced at the tip apex, when the excitation wa
length is such that plasmon resonances can be excited.

In this letter, we will show that it is also possible t
create strong optical field gradients in such a junction w
out having recourse to plasmon resonances. We will a
investigate the influence of two important experimental
rameters on the field in the junction; namely the polarizat
and the incidence of the external excitation.

The geometry used for our calculations is depicted
Fig. 1. We consider a tetragonal tungsten tip placed abo
perfectly flat silica surface. The interface silica–air is loca
at z50 and the tip apex at (x,y,z)5(0,0,5)@nm#.

This tip–surface junction is illuminated by an extern
plane wave propagating along thek direction, so that it im-
pinges on the tip with an anglew. Throughout this letter, we
consider an incident field impinging on the edge of the
tragonal tip (w545°) and allow for incident anglesu be-
tween 40° and 90°.

The incident fieldE0 is linearly polarized and its inten
sity equal to unity. We consider a wavelength of 633@nm#.
At this wavelength the relative dielectric constant of tungs
and silica are, respectively,«5(4.8;21.2) ~Ref. 10! and
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«5(2.4;0.0).11 Therefore, no plasmon resonance can oc
in that system.

For a given propagation directionk, the polarization
anglec of the incident fieldE0 can be varied between 0° an
90° ~Fig. 1!. A polarization anglec50° corresponds to p
polarization (E0iup), whereasc590° corresponds to s po
larization (E0ius). Let us emphasize that the polarizatio
anglec can be continuously and precisely varied experim
tally between 0° and 90°.

To compute the field in the junction, we use the gen
alized field propagator technique.12 This three-dimensiona
vectorial formalism provides a self-consistent solution
the field in complex geometries. Furthermore, it enables
to obtain in a single calculation the responses of the sys
to many different incident fields. Thus different illuminatio
parameters such as polarization and angle of incidence
be readily investigated. The tip used for the calculation ha
volume of 1.7•106@nm3# and is discretized with a 2593 mes
adaptive grid~with higher refinement at the apex!. The ra-
dius of curvature of the very tip is 0.5@nm#.

In Fig. 2 we study the influence of the incident polariz
tion on the total field intensityI in the tip–surface junction.
For p polarization (c50°), we observe extremely strong
field gradients just below the tip apex, whereI reaches 183

FIG. 1. Geometry used for our calculations. The tip–surface junction
illuminated by an external plane waveE0 propagating alongk–direction and
polarized with an anglec.
705705/3/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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times the intensity of the incident field@Fig. 2~a!#. This en-
hancement factor strongly depends on the polarization of
incident field: forc545°, its value decreases to 92@Fig.
2~b!# and forc590° ~s polarization!, the total field intensity
drops to zero and the field distribution in the junction loo
perfectly flat@Fig. 2~c!#. Actually, I depends on the square o
cos(c), which emphasizes the dominating role played by
vertical field component in the scattering at the tip ap
Also note in Fig. 2 the extremely strong lateral confinem
of the field below the tip apex. This strong lateral confin
ment is also observed whencÞ90° @Fig. 2~b!#.

The total field intensityI depends also on the altitudez
in the junction. For p polarization,I grows over-
exponentially when approaching the very tip, giving e
hancement factors of a few hundred. Let us note here th
we consider a physical system that supports plasmons~e.g.,
silver tip and surface as in Ref. 9! we obtain intensity en-
hancements one order of magnitude higher than in
present system.

For s polarization, we observe minute variations oI

FIG. 2. Total field intensity in the tip–surface junction, at an altitu
z54@nm#; ~a! p polarization,~b! intermediate polarization (c545°), ~c! s
polarization. The angle of incidence isu580°.
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with z. On the other hand, quite a subtle behavior of the fi
for s polarization is revealed in Fig. 3, which shows t
results presented in Fig. 2~c! on a much enlarged scale. Th
two peaks observed in Fig. 3 are caused by the scatterin
the two front facets of the tetragonal tip~the illumination
anglew545° is such that these two front facets are equa
illuminated for s polarization!. When the field is computed a
larger distances from the tip~e.g., for z53@nm#), these
peaks disappear and there only remains a depletion below
tip apex. Notice also in Fig. 3 the scattered wave behind
tip.

Another important experimental parameter is the an
of incidenceu ~Fig. 1!. From the preceding results, where
was shown that the vertical field component plays a do
nant role, one would expect a maximum enhancement w
u→90°, as this maximizes the vertical field components.
fact, it turns out that it is not at all the case, as is eviden
Fig. 4, where we report the total field intensity as a functi
of the angle of incidenceu. We observe in this figure that fo
p polarization, the intensity in the junction is maximum f
u559° and tends to zero whenu→90°. This behavior is due
to the proximity of the surface. Indeed, although the amp
tude of the reflected field is proportional tou, its phase is
opposed to that of the incident field. Thus, just at the surfa
the total field decreases whenu increases. The position of th
maximum observed in Fig. 4 is extremely close to the va
umax obtained by maximizing the Fresnel solution for th
total vertical field for reflection from a bare surface.13 It is

FIG. 3. Same results as in Fig. 2~c! ~s polarization!, but with a larger
computation window and an intensity scale enlarged 20 000 times.

FIG. 4. Total field intensity below the tip apex at an altitudez54@nm#, as
a function of the angle of incidenceu ~solid line! and intensity of the
vertical field calculated with Fresnel theory for the same altitude~dashed
line!.
O. J. F. Martin and C. Girard
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not exactly the same value becauseumax depends on the
height z above the surface where the total field
calculated.13 Actually, umax increases with the altitudez. As
the tip in our calculation has a certainz extension, this ex-
plains why the maximum value observed in Fig. 4 is sligh
higher than the Fresnel valueumax computed for the altitude
of the apex.

It is important to point out here two limitations of ou
model. On the one hand, we used a finite sized tip for
calculation. But calculations with different tip sizes ha
shown that for the subwavelength tip size that we inve
gated, the intensity in the junction is proportional to the
volume. Also, the radius of curvature of the tip apex stron
influences the enhancement and when doubling the radiu
curvature of the apex, the enhancement dropped by a fa
of about 2. Let us note that the influence of the apex on
field in the junction can be investigated with a tw
dimensional model, as presented recently in detail
Madrazoet al.14

On the other hand, we described the metal in the tip a
by a local dielectric function. Now, at a very small distan
from the metal, nonlocal effects can become importa
These effects are known to screen the electronic excitat
in the metal which would lead to weaker enhancement f
tors outside the metal.15

Finally, we believe that accurate control of the stro
optical field gradients at a local probe tip apex, as presen
in this letter, finds application not only in imaging tec
niques, but could also be operative for nanoscale manip
Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 70, No. 6, 10 February 1997
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tions where an object is placed at the desorption threshold
conventional means~e.g., voltage bias in STM! and an ex-
ternal optical field is then used to provide the remaini
energy for desorption.16
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with G. Dujardin and D.W. Pohl. This work was supporte
by the Swiss National Science Foundation.
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